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ABSTRACT  
This article presents the preliminary results of a multidisciplinary research financed by  PIBIC/UFF, 
in two different periods, 2009/2010 and 2019/2020. It first examines the physical repercussions 
of concentrated and cumulative wealth oil drilling generated on urban morphology in the city of 
Macaé, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. It highlights some of the urban transformations associated to that 
production. The genesis of mono-functional productive urban segments bloomed and multiplied 
since the installation of Petrobrás. New urbanization fronts – self-provisioned and under-
infrastructured – have emerged and sprawled together with private residential condominiuns 
destined to richer segments. New residential buildings architectural forms emerged and benefited 
from new levels of consumption, and of price until 2018, reinforced by public and private 
investment in health and/or educational apparel, commercial galleries, shopping centers, etc. Its 
complementary networks, frequently ‘exclusive’ roadways, were not served by the public 
transportation network. Data analysis, cartography, and field trips, as well as interviews with 
Macaé residents, supported the findings of the first part of this research that benefited from a 
research grant. The second research period, 2019-20, initiated after oilfields sale in 2018. 
Preliminary findings indicate new relations between the morphologic, environmental and socio-
economic dimensions of oil drilling process and plant in Macaé. 
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INTRODUCTION  
This article discusses ongoing urban configuration processes submitted to the heavy hand, and 
footprint, of large industrial plants related to oil drilling. It examines urban transformations, in 
different scales, made by different agents, directly or indirectly corelated.  
The installation of the Multinational Oil Company Petrobrás in the Leopoldina Railway warehouse, 
near Imbetiba Beach, triggered different rhythms and growth spatial patterns in the city and around 
it. This article analyzes some of the urban transformations associated to that production in two time 
periods, during its thirty initial growing years, 1970 to 2017, and after 2018, when large scale 
sale stopped almost all oil drilling.  
The genesis of mono-functional urban segments by Petrobrás responded to specific productive aims 
of the oil sector and generated significant morphological changes. Street-grids were ‘run over’ by 
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express high-ways - the new road network made to serve the oil company and its partners’ specific 
aims. Flows of cars and cargo transport grew significantly.  
Fragmentation of consolidated urban fabric due to overload of the services’ provisioning networks, 
sanitation, and transportation, unveiled Slums and squatter settlements, emerged as ‘self-made 
solutions’ for the lower income population groups that could not be attended by the new real 
estate developments. Together, those initiatives had direct repercussion on the values attributed to 
the pre-Petrobras Macaé, the existing residential and commercial typologies. 
BACKGROUND - MACAÉ  
Macaé (RJ) occupies an area of 1,215,904 km²; according to estimates from IBGE, it should have 
206,748 inhabitants; TRE has counted 84,054 voters in the last election. Since 1974, when 
Petrobrás chose the city to house its Campos Basin’s headquarters, over 4,000 companies were 
installed in the city, and its population tripled. Oil is, still, the biggest economic force in Macaé. 
Until 2010, Petrobrás invested US$ 25.7 billion, the equivalent of 80% of the company’s resources 
for Exploring and Production in the whole country.  
Petrobrás demanded a growing number of lodgings, connection networks, leisure public spaces, 
collective urban services and equipments. In 2003, Macaé had 7,400 direct Petrobrás employees, 
28,000 employees of outsourced service companies and approximately 3,500 companies 
connected to the oil sector.  
Evolution of the city of Macaé – especially after Petrobrás, in the 70s – was expressed by the 
duality between the formal and informal city (BARUQUI, 2004). The lack of land destined to lower 
class habitation generated consequences such as environmental aggression, invasion and 
occupation of areas environmentally strategic and fragile.  
Vargas (1997) highlighted the symbolic dimension of Petrobrás’ insertion in Macaé, using the 
concepts of Memory and Identity. Analysis show how the city administration was unprepared to 
receive the great state company, generating conflicts of several different natures, with direct 
repercussions over symbolic content formerly associated to the city. The great number of accounts 
analyzed seem to converge to a “new” Macaé seen as an “onshore platform” of Campos Basin, 
one with which the foreigners do not establish emotional ties and only explore its wealth. The city 
was also perceived as a martyr of national development, for Macaé would be sacrificing its own 
identity for a greater good. At the same time, the ‘new alternative press’ of Macaé, which the 
newspaper “The Macaé Times” certainly represented, indicated a positive outlook on the enlarged 
visibility that the oil exploration activity had given the city. 
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Figure 1 – Former Press, before and after Petrobrás 
 
METHODOLOGICAL PROCEDURES  
The first part of this research, developed between 2009/2010, aimed to understand how the 
installation of Petrobrás produced new economic, social, and environmental dynamics. It focused 
on how it appropriated the physical structure of the city – generating transformations in urban and 
architectural typologies, in the road system, and in the spatial distribution of the generator poles. 
To understand this, we analyzed some aspects of the urban transformations associated to the 
concentrated and cumulative production of wealth that oil exploration seemed to promote – in this 
case on the city of Macaé, its morphology and its urban functionalities.   
The first part of the analysis was the bibliographic, cartographic, and iconographic survey on 
Macaé, with special attention to its urban morphology, to the implementation of Petrobrás in the 
city, and to the alterations that followed in the wake of this in its urban form, in its accessibility, and 
in its resulting mobility. During that stage several visits to libraries were made, the material used 
composed mainly of master and doctorate thesis of the main post-graduate programs of the state of 
Rio de Janeiro and of social-economic surveys on the city and the surrounding region – called 
Northern Fluminense – done by specialized institutions. 
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Figure 2 – Routes show dispersion 
After a cartographic search done in good university libraries and in the National Library, with the 
addition of the Cadastral Map given us by the Mayor’s Office of the city, it was possible to 
assemble a cartographic body from the period of 1848 – date of the first cadastral plan for the city 
– to 2010.   
Two analytical approaches were used. The first one, based on the analytical procedures of 
Gianfranco Caniggia, identifies the ordinate axes of the city. It analyzes comparatively the ‘pre-
existences’ which occur on the urban fabric of Macaé against the characterization of street, lots, 
block typologies and the more recent interventions, identifying the permanence of certain elements 
of its morphology.  
The second analytical procedure – based on Lynch, Cullen, and Panerai – deals with the 
perception and the ‘construction of images’ of reference from certain urban elements, new or 
inherited, associated to the formation of identity. The two analytical approaches complement each 
other in the sense they highlight the functional and spatial relations between the ‘pre-existences’ 
(Caniggia) and the physical links of the urban image – such as roads, boundaries, neighborhoods, 
nodes, and landmarks – with different mono-functional urban segments being produced from 
different objectives of several co-producers of the city. The convergence of those relations 
signalizes the recognition (and possible appropriation by the inhabitants) of the potential of 
attraction that some cumulative transformations, occurring in specific areas of Macaé, exert on 
different entrepreneurs. 
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FINDINGS 2009/2010 – URBAN EXPANSION, CONNECTIVITY AND DISCONTINUITY  
The evolution of the city of Macaé was, historically, contained in the central region, next to the 
mouth of Macaé River. It had three expansion vectors: the first to the north, beyond Macaé River; 
the second to the south, parallel to the shoreline and to Rua Direita; the third running towards the 
interior. 
The installation of three great ‘bases’ that characterized Petrobrás ‘footprint’ on the territory, since 
the end of the 1970s, marked the beginning of significant changes in the axes that structured the 
connection networks, and also on the enlargement, location, and typology of housing offer, all of 
them associated to the great physical expansion of the “spatial productive matrix” configured by 
Petrobrás. 
The first conflicts then emerged caused both by the real estate price inflation, due to this sudden 
injection of income, and by indifferent relation that the new workers established with the city, 
oblivious to its memories. The transformation of Imbetiba Beach – from a leisure area, recognized 
as image and associated identity of the city – into a port, with economic interests to specific clients, 
illustrates the point. Professor Parada, in his “Letters from the Province”, published weekly in the 
Niteroi newspaper “O Fluminense”, constantly invites a fictitious friend to come “bathe in Imbetiba 
before it ends”. In her interviews, Zamir Silva stated that “Imbetiba, for instance, which was a 
postcard of Macaé, today became its cemetery” and Sidney (interview done in November 23, 
2010) defended that “Imbetiba was destroyed, with silly breakwaters and constant oil spills”.  
Recreation was relocated south - the beaches on Campista and Cavaleiros neighborhoods have 
substituted Imbetiba in its recreational usage, and constructed the routes of a new Macaé, 
segmented by levels of consumption. This region presented the highest social and economic 
indicators, housing the economic elite. There were visible efforts of the city planning to “light the 
window” and “look good” by promoting extensive urbanization works on the seaside of these 
neighborhoods without, however, providing the necessary network of sanitary sewage 
The fieldwork complemented the analysis and identified, on the pedestrian scale, the reference 
landmarks for the perception of the image/legibility and understanding of the urban landscape 
along the structuring routes/axes of the city. This stage focused on the confirmation of the 
continuities and fragmentation of urban fabric identified in the cartographic analysis done in earlier 
stages of the research. It also allowed the realization of interviews with some local exponents and 
the recording of their perceptions on the transformation process that “took over Macaé”. 
The first field research route aimed to study the north vector of urban growth, the state highway RJ-
168, going towards BR-101 (Brazilian national highway with a longitudinal tracing, 4,550km long, 
one of the most important highways in Brazil, part of the Pan-American roadway system). A great 
difference in scale, produced by relocation of some administrative sectors – such as the Bureau of 
Construction Works – was observed to the extreme north of that route. RJ-168 consolidated as the 
new ordinate axis of urban growth after Petrobrás in Macaé, ortogonal in relation to the 
preexisting ordinate axis (Rua Direita). The consolidation of the north vector happened between 
2000 to 2010, reinforced by the parallel transversal routes determined by the spatial production 
matrix of oil production. Perpendicular to the shoreline, the north vector characterized a 90º 
change on the ordinate axis that existed before in the city.    
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The second research route followed Rui Barbosa Avenue, the old Rua Direita, culminating in the 
old Prefecture and in Washington Luiz Square. It was the most important street of the 19th century 
and remained the most important linear, commercial, and leisure urban centrality in the city.  
The third focused on the articulation, in steep typography, of Imbetiba and Campista Beaches. This 
route revealed the urban relevance of the demand for permanent and temporary housing 
generated by Petrobrás. There were houses and hotels of high quality, allied to precarious 
pavement conditions, worn out by usage and lack of adequate maintenance, condensing in the 
same territory the recent wealth and the frailty of the development of Macaé. 
Last, the fourth research route, towards the beaches Campista/Cavaleiro, intended to observe the 
new edilizia scale in the city’s seaside. While Imbetiba has had, since the 19th century, great 
symbolic meaning for pre-Petrobrás Macaé (Vargas, 1997), these other two beaches have 
represented rupture and expansion front for high and middle classes. 
 
Figure 3 - The Imbetiba base, located in the central region next to the old port of the city and the mouth of Macaé River, is 
the headquarters of the executive group; The Parque dos Tubos de Imboassica base, located in the south region, next to 
Imboassica Lagoon – and to the current city of Rio das Ostras, on the margins of RJ-106; The Estação Cabiúnas base, 
located in Cabiúnas neighborhood, north of the Macaé territory, on the margins of RJ-106, landside warehouse for 
receiving and distributing of the offshore oil production. 
The analysis of the expansion vectors of the city pointed towards linear growth of the axis that 
structure the connection networks. RJ-106, built in the 1940s, parallel to and in many points 
tangent to the railroad built in the end of the 19th century. It connects the old capital of the state of 
Rio de Janeiro, the city of Niterói, to the city of Campos dos Goytacazes; it crosses Macaé from 
north to south along the shoreline, supporting expansion of shoreline vectors.  
The connection between the city center and BR-101, built between the 1950s and the 1960s has 
also become an expansion vector, this time transversal. In their turn, municipal expressways 
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planned and partly built, offering alternative routes to connect the extremities of the city, 
consolidated this vector of expansion to the north, enhanced by the new council services buildings. 
The expansion reaches the territorial borders of the neighboring city, in the coast to the southwest, 
the city of Rio das Ostras, signalizing a possible conurbation process with it. 
 
Figure 4 - Urban evolution/precarious urbanization 
 
An important network of flows built in the city of Macaé by Petrobrás gave land support to the 
offshore network, and was equally transversal to the shoreline. This complex network was 
composed by airways, seaways, sub-aquatic and subterranean routes that had, among other 
functions, the role of supplying platforms and ships with supplies, equipment, and workforce, 
besides transporting and distributing the production of oil and gas. 
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FINDINGS 2019/2020 – CONTRACTION AND FRAGMENTATION  
While, in 10 years (2010-2020), oil production in Brazil rises from 2,4 mm bbl/day to 4,0 mm 
bbl/day, Campos Basin watched its production decrease by 50%. Thus, the city of Macaé also 
decreases its royalties’ collection. 
 
Figure 5 – Macaé Basin oil fields 
In 40 years, what was little more than a fishermen’s village became a global oil drilling center. 
ROCHA (2013) analyzed impacts of oil exploitation over fishing communities in Macaé: negative 
effects related to urban growth, mostly caused by the Campos Basin’s oil exploration. The relation 
between urban growth and mangrove destruction affects the procreation of several species. This 
was pointed out on an interview as the main reason for the rise of low-income population in the 
city.With no means to reach formal real estate market, these people settle in areas of 
environmental vulnerability (ibid., p. 164). 
Goods and inputs that cross roads RJ-106 and RJ-168 are stocked and used in industrial areas, 
being later transported to Imbetiba port. According to a diagnosis elaborated by Macaé City 
Administration, this movement overflows the boroughs around the port.  
Comparison between maps presented and data from the 2010 Census show: emergence of high-
density neighborhoods, where most residents have black/brown skin; gatherings and communities 
where with up to 67% of dwellings have irregular potable water supply; and greater concentration 
of inhabitants on landslides risk areas - boroughs Ajuda and Barra de Macaé, located on RJ-106’s 
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fringes. This road fraction was declared “retaining point” by the city’s administration – the 
residents take advantage of traffic jams to commercialize irregularly on the road’s shoulders. 
Crisis scenarios may sometimes appear disguised as good news – e.g. traffic is better. “Today my 
way to work took 10 minutes, it used to take 30. That means the city is deflating”, says a worker 
on an interview to newspaper “O Globo” (2015). 
CONCLUSIONS 
Large expectant lands reflect the punctual economic focus adopted, disclosing a growing territorial 
inequality in Macaé. Since 2015, real estate sector faces a different scenario: “for rent/sale” signs, 
but there is no interest. 
As of 2013, Macaé has shown irregular variations when compared to the rest of the state and the 
country. Yet, in 2019, its negative unemployment rates were absorbed by the national scenario, 
represented by new drilling hubs. In 2015, a report from newspaper “O Globo” tells “the union 
for probe and platform workers isn’t coping anymore. Headquarters weren’t prepared to ratify so 
many layoffs at once”. Meanwhile, Petrobrás announced its transition to its headquarters in São 
Paulo, and, through a scaled process to vacate the Macaé building - about 1700 layoffs are 
expected by December, 2020. 
After successive decades of thrive, in just a few months Macaé has transfigured again. The 
prosperity land shows signs of struggle.  
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